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High Security  
Hooks

Ensuring even distribution of 
weatherproofing and strength

Quick Change  
Reversible Latch

Fast and simple  
handing for Lockmaster

Grade 304 Stainless  
Steel Faceplate

Delivering high levels of corrosion 
resistance, as standard

Opposing  
Centre Hook

Optimizes anti-separation 
 security

Optional Anti-slam  
Mechanism 

Prevents accidental operation  
of the lock when open

Optional Laminated  
Shootbolt Extensions

Delivering enhanced  
performance for single  

and double doors

Yale has its roots in colonial America. 
The Yale family decided to emigrate to 
the New World from North Wales. A few 
generations later, about 1840, Linus Yale 
Sr., began designing and manufacturing a 
series of innovative, high security locks at 
his Yale Lock Shop in Newport, New York. 
He specialized in expensive, handmade 
bank locks.

Linus Yale Sr.’s son joined his father in 
the business in 1850 and perfected 
and patented his father’s pin tumbler 
cylinder lock and became the considered 
locking expert of his time. In 1862, Yale 
Jr. introduced the Monitor Bank Lock, 
marking the transition in bank locks from 

key locks to dial or combination locks. The 
principles, embodied in his Monitor Lock, 
are now standard in combination locks 
throughout the USA.

Yale’s Lockmaster multi-point door locks 
have been produced in the heart of 
the historical lock building region of the 
United Kingdom since 1995. Produced 
using state of the art equipment and the 
highest grade materials, coupled with a 
continuous product improvement program 
and ISO9001:2008 accredited quality 
management systems, Yale ensures that 
all their products meet the latest standards 
and legislation, keeping them at the front 
of the hardware industry.

Yale is one of the oldest international brands in the world and one of the best-known 
names in the locking industry. The Yale history captures major innovations that have 
marked the evolution not just of Yale, but of the entire locking industry.

world class

Linus Yale Jr.

Original Yale pin tumbler

 
should you insist on 
LOCKMASTER

Your nearest stockist is:

www.yale.co.uk

10 year mechanical 
breakdown guarantee
on all LOCKMASTER  
products

10 year surface finish 
guarantee on all PVD 
finish LOCKMASTER 
brass handle sets
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Options
The Lockmaster multi-point door 

locking system boasts reliable high 

performance solutions for both single 

and double door applications. 

Designed for ease of use the 

Lockmaster series of locks are 

offered in both 6’8” and 8’ 

versions and cope easily 

with custom door sizes. 

SPLSP212AS45-60 
(8’) extendable 
hook lock with 

anti-slam facility

Strikers manufactured in grade 304 Austenitic 
Stainless Steel, or color coded brass to match 
handle finishes.

Turnberry Oakmont

Styles

Finishes 
shown on Turnberry style handle

PVD
Satin
Nickel

Antique
Brass

PVD 
Gold

Antique
Nickel

Black
PVD
ORB

Brushed
Chrome

Satin
Nickel

Ferraro

SPLSP210AS45-60 
(6’8”) extendable hook  

lock with anti-slam 
facility

SPLSP211/45-60
(6’8”) 

& SPLSP213/45-60 (8’) 
inactive shootbolt lock

SPLSP214AS45-60 
(6’8”)  

& SPLSP215AS45-60 
(8’)  

active shootbolt lock 
with anti-slam 
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Adjustable

Left 
Hand  

Centre 
Striker

Right 
Hand  

Centre 
Striker

Hook 
Striker

Non Adjustable

Centre 
Striker  
for 1” 

door

Centre 
Striker  
for 2” 

door
Hook 

Striker

Constructed from solid brass, all handle sets are non-handed and 
designed to be compatible with both 1   ” and 2   ” thick doors.  
Active handle sets fitted with Schlage key ways and 2 keys.

Bronze 
Powder 
Coated

 
should you be 
using multi-point 
door locks?

These locking mechanisms use the very 
latest Lift & Secure technology. Easy to 
use, and extremely secure.

 Guaranteed full engagement of all  
 locking points
 Optimal weatherproofing
  Total control of operating forces  

 (with adjustable strikers)
 Proven technology

Designed, developed and tested to deliver the very highest 
levels of performance for security, weatherproofing, ease of use 
and service life. Lockmaster multi-point door locking systems, 
employing Lift and Secure technology, ensure the very highest 
levels of performance where it matters.
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Security
Multiple anti-separation hook  
locking points deliver new levels  
of security

Conserves Energy
Chamfered locking points provide ease of use 
and combat door warping, maximising heat 
retention and minimizing energy waste

Weatherproof
Uniquely distributed compression loading  
guarantees an even weatherproof seal,  
eliminating drafts and rain ingress

Impenetrable
Strategically located high performance security  
hooks and laminated shootbolts, ensure  
compliance with stringent DP ratings


